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About This Game

Plunder ghost ships for cursed treasure! Battle the Crown Navy, sea monsters, and other bloodthirsty pirates on a quest to rival
the Pirate King himself!

"Choice of the Pirate" is a fast-paced swashbuckler of an interactive novel by Alana Joli Abbott, author of "Choice of Kung Fu"
and "Showdown at Willow Creek." Your choices control the story. It's entirely text-based—165,000 words, without graphics or

sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Rise from a deck-swabbing sailor to fleet commander over five years of piracy in the tropical paradise of the Lucayan Sea.
Command the winds with magic, or board enemy ships with your cutlass in your teeth.

Will you play as male, female, or nonbinary? Find romance as gay, straight, bi, or poly, or pursue friendships and alliances
instead? Will you join the Crown as a privateer and bring pirates to heel? Will you parley with the Pirate King to protect the

Lucayan from the navy's rule? Or will you duel the Pirate King and claim his power for yourself?

Buckle Yer Swash and Set Sail For Adventure!

 Develop your skills as a swashbuckler, sailor, diplomat, scoundrel, or weather-mage.

 Explore a chain of tropical islands where buried treasure and secret pirate camps are hidden.

 Face pirate curses, haunted ships, terrifying monsters, and the wrath of the sea herself.
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 Spy for the Crown or become a double agent to support the Pirate King.

 Become a celebrated hero or a ruthless villain.

 Play as male, female, or nonbinary; gay, straight, bi, poly, or asexual.
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This is a nice game. It's a really nice game...
But this game is not worth $5
The only way I was able to squeeze one hour of playtime out of this game was by playing it over and over and frankly, this game
is not good for venting frustration on a bad day unless your idea of venting frustration is "getting carpal tunnel because this
game is restricted to the arrow keys on your keyboard unless you have a controller" and you will need to rapidly press left and
right a LOT.
If your idea of a good time is ten minutes of enjoyment and then approximately forty minutes of clutching your hand in pain
and yelling then go for it. Badland Bandits is a online multiplayer game, with varied vehicles that allows you to upgrade your
vehicle in any way to beat your enemie vehicles.

If you also have experienced or heard of "world of tanks" or "flat out", then imagine these games mixed up with helicopters and
varied vehicles, cool designs, cool vehicles where everything goes fast, with different abilitys and upgrades.

The game it self has a shop where you can buy in-game currency gold or silver, which is the currency the game uses to buy gear
for your vehicle. If you win a match and kill enemys, you will automatically get an amount based on your last game. If people
want to be quicker to get the items, then it's kinda "pay-2-win"- Hold your breath - , but in the end the amount of upgrades is
limited and accessable for every player. I don't see any "special treatments" for players to let "pay-2-win", destroy the game.

If you are the car lover with a mixed feeling of "world of tanks" that you thought was too slow and don't have that fast-in-game
feeling with helicopters, cool mods, upgradeable gear and different abilitys for your vehicle in a desert to blow everyone up to
get the "flat out" feeling? Then this game is for you.

Here is a demo:
http://www.twitch.tv/theearlyaccess/v/7784466. If you ever have an urge to start from a simple trader and build a vast and
expanding trade empire, Patrician 3 is for you.. This game just does not work properly. the game runs SOO bad. I have the 750
ti which can run most games in 1080p 60 fps but this game runs really bad. even in the lowest settings. the multiplayer doesnt
work at all, the melee litterally does NOT work at all, and the mouse sensitivity is even more broken! the sensitivity was set to
the max and the aiming was still REALLY SLOW!!! I even put my mouse to 9000 dpi with the highest sensitibity and it was
smoothe for like a minute but then it started being really slow AGAIN! and it makes it worse with the lag! also in survival, the
guys upstairs dont even come after you. They just wait until you come up the stairs to kill you. They just mow you down as soon
as you get up the stairs no matter how much health you have you just die instantly! I really like the consept of this game but it
really needs some work before I will ever play it again. I don't really recommend this game yet. It needs a lot of work!. I like
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legs. The game is not worth the money it is right now if you want a good farming simulator go for the farming sim games from
giant as they are more optimized than prof farmer 2017 its lack of machinery bad quality in the textures for a game that should
have came from 2005 not 2016 as for game play you'll find it better from other farming sim games out there i plaed it for a
while to see how it was and i waisted my money the description isn't even worth reading for this game therefore i would not
recommend this farming sim to anyone but i would recommend other ones
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Terrible game, uninstall.

0/10. The game is playable, but since it is an achievement spam game expect a very plainand boring game.
The only purpose this game has is for +1 collectors.. This is a cute little visual novella. It is one of a series of four, that basically
are each what in a traditional visual novel is a path. So basically, consider this as having chosen your path first. Sakuya (you can
rename her) is a young woman who... does not want to act girly. As such, when offered the chance to be a test subject for her
cousin's new attraction for women, she manages to convince him to let her try the other attraction... the one geared towards men.
In the first few moments, she finds herself trapped with one of the four other participants. In this title, a young boy named Akio
(who isn't really a young boy). Oh, and since she can choose her avatar, she chose to partake as a male.

There are three endings. The bad ending is unlocked if you make a wrong choice (one of which also unlocks an achievement
about a carrot). The neutral\/friendship ending depends on you choosing the lesser of two choices at the end of a stage. And the
good\/love ending is the better of those two choices. Oh, and choosing that better one also unlocks a small additional scene for
the story (and accompanying CGs).

The game is beautiful, at least for the time. I have a feeling this is one of the first products put out by this publisher, as it is a bit
rough around the edges.

Also, my suggestion would be to buy the East Tower Complete Edition. Especially as the last volume is almost three quarters of
the price of the bundle.... While the game itself is fun, it's a horrible port. It's definatly gamepad focused so there's no excuse
why the menues can't be controlled with a gamepad. It's also very poorly optimized.

Don't buy this, buy the excellent Trials Evolution instead, which is a far better game and has all the things this game is missing..
Great game! It was a rainy day here and my son and I still got to play paintball in VR. Gotta get the paintball fix! one suggestion,
Play vs. other VR players. The bots are OK but would love to play against other VR players, with voice chat.. This game does
have some bugs - but is still recommended.

A solid nice little time-waster. The puzzles aren't too complex, so if you're looking for a massive challenge, look elsewhere.
Nice little friendly game that has a bit of variation in the puzzles, so far I've come accross 6 different types I think, might have
been 7.....

There are some fairly blatant spelling errors, so if this is going to break the game for you, avoid, but this is the only major flaw
in this game.
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